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CONDITIONAL I:

If you call me, I (tell) _______________ you about the book.
She (help) ______________ her brother if he does the washing up.
If it (rain) ______________ there are puddles on the street.
If Lue and Sue (go) ____________ to the cinema, I will come with them.
Mother always (bake) ____________ a cake if she has the time.

Ruth’s father will be happy if she (pass) ___________ the test.
My mother (not help) ________________ me with the homework if I don’t wash the dishes.
Suzie (be) _____________ happy if you come to her party.
If Carol tells you a secret, (you – tell) _________________ me?
Sammy won’t give you a present, if you (be) ___________ so unfair.

Glen and Tammy always stay at home on weekends if it (rain) ________________.
If the weather (be) _______ fine on Saturday, we will go swimming.
The monkey (eat) _________ the banana if you give it to him.
I (buy) ___________ the CD if I get my pocket money tomorrow.
(you – do) ______________ the washing if I take the dog for a walk?

She (be) ____________ pleased if you (bring) ___________ her a little present.
Tomas (not eat) ______________ the soup if there (be) ___________ pepper in it.
If they (ask) ____________ us, we (show) ________________ them the way.
Mother (be) _____________ angry if Sandy (not write) ______________ a good test.
Water (be) _____________ hot if you (boil – kochen) __________ it.

All the students (listen) ____________ if the principal (speak) ___________ to them.
(you – buy) _______________ the DVD if mom (give) _____________ you the money?
If it (rain) ______________, she (must take) ________________ an umbrella with her.
The children (go) _____________ swimming if the sun (shine) _____________.
Father (be) __________________ surprised if you (show) _____________ him your test.

If you (study) _____________ much, you (get) ____________ a good mark.
They (can stay) ____________ at our place, if they (not find) _____________ a hotel.
If you (write) ____________ a good test, you (may go) ______________ to the concert.
Sue and Lizzy (not buy) ______________ the tickets if they (cost) _________ much money.
I (tell) _____________ you a secret if you (promise) _______________ not to tell anyone.
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